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Abstract

Density limit discharges in the W7-AS stellarator with a strong density ramp were compared to a series of discharges

with constant line integrated density approaching the maximum value achieved in the density ramp. The physics of the

density limit in stellarators was demonstrated to be consistent with the predictions of the two-point model, indicating

that this model successfully describes the density limit process in both stellarators and tokamaks. The discharges with a

strong density ramp were found to have broader density pro®les than those discharges with constant line integrated

density. The latter discharges had the electron density pro®le form found in the improved con®nement H-NBI mode on

W7-AS. Modeling of the radiation pro®le, to simultaneously match the measured bolometer and soft X-ray radial

pro®les of radiated power, implies that impurity density pro®les were peaked and continuously increased during the

discharge. The increase in radiated power decreased the net deposited power to the plasma and the diamagnetic energy

fell. The aim of producing steady-state discharges at the highest possible density is aided by the reduction of impurity

sources by helium glow discharge cleaning. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In W7-AS, a discharge with rising line integrated

electron density reaches a maximum density, then the

diamagnetic energy falls and the radiated power rises

continuously until the discharge terminates. This maxi-

mum density de®nes the density limit in W7-AS. Dis-

charges with a constant line integrated density (density

plateau) were also studied. In discharges at successively

higher density plateaus, the rate of diamagnetic energy

decrease after the peak in diamagnetic energy was larger

at higher densities. Decreasing net power to the plasma

due to core radiation is believed to be responsible for the

observed fall in diamagnetic energy.

The density pro®les in discharges with a density ramp

were markedly broader than those with a density pla-

teau. These density plateau discharges are therefore

closely related to the improved con®nement scenario in

W7-AS (H-NBI mode) but at densities in the vicinity of

the density limit [1]. At su�ciently low densities, dis-

charges of duration up to 1.8 s were possible. Such ex-

periments in both tokamaks and stellarators are relevant

to the future operation scenario of a reactor, as sus-

tainable steady state high-density discharges will be re-

quired for power handling and ignition [2].

Measurements of the time evolution of the density

and temperature in front of the limiter were compared

with predictions of simulations by the time dependent

transport code ASTRA [3] combined with a one-di-

mensional scrape-o� layer model of the plasma edge (the

two-point model) [4]. The addition of the impurity

transport code STRAHL [5] allowed radiation pro®le

measurements of the bolometer and soft X-ray cameras

to be simulated. The increase in radiated power during

density plateau discharges was due to a central peaking
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of the radiation power density. Such a peaking has been

observed previously in the W-VIIA stellarator [6] and

accounted for by neoclassical impurity transport of ox-

ygen ions from the vessel walls and tungsten from the NI

beams. In W7-AS, 3% shine through losses and 2%

charge-exchange losses were calculated. Impurity ions,

produced by energetic ions impinging on the wall, could

therefore have been a relevant factor in the observed

discharge evolution.

2. Two-point model

Simulations of the time evolution of the electron

density and temperature measurements in front of the

limiter were carried out with the time dependent trans-

port code ASTRA. This code solves the particle bal-

ance, electron energy power balance and ion energy

power balance equations as a function of time, allowing

time dependent simulations to be carried out. The

equations are one-dimensional and averaged over closed

magnetic ¯ux surfaces. A module was added to ASTRA

to describe the physics of the scrape-o� layer in terms of

the two-point model. The two-point model is a one-di-

mensional model based on electron heat conduction and

pressure balance along the ®eld line from the last closed

¯ux surface to a limiter or divertor plate [4] and the

predictions of this model have been shown to be con-

sistent with observations in density limit experiments in

limiter discharges in a tokamak [7]. A modi®ed pressure

balance equation along ®eld lines to account for mo-

mentum loss e�ects due to ion-neutral friction is used

[8]:
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where nes and Tes are the density and temperature at the

last closed ¯ux surface, ned and Ted are the density and

temperature in front of the limiter, Lc is the connection

length from the last closed ¯ux surface to the limiter

(typically 30±100 m depending on the poloidal angle), j0

is the factor in the electron thermal conductivity equa-

tion, fm is the reduction factor in pressure along the ®eld

line and DT is the temperature fall o� length in the

scrape-o� layer. The parallel heat ¯ux to the limiter, q==s,

given by the perpendicular heat ¯ux at the last closed

¯ux surface, q?, multiplied by the geometrical factor, Lc/

DE . The heat ¯ux across a ¯ux tube of length Lc is

projected onto the limiter within an energy fall length

DE � 2/7 DT . This parallel ¯ux to the limiter is balanced

by the sum of losses by ionization of neutrals, by im-

purity radiation and in the sheath in front of the limiter

or divertor plate

q==s � 7Lcq?=2DT � nDcSbn� cradlcimpn2
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These equations can be solved for ned, Ted and Tes, using

nes and q? as inputs.

3. Density ramps

The lithium beam diagnostic measures the time evo-

lution of the radial pro®le of ne, therefore providing the

input value of nes. The total radiated power is deduced

from Abel inverted measurements of the line integrated

power ¯ux onto 4 lm gold foil absorbers of a 12 channel

bolometer array and then q? is calculated from the de-

posited neutral beam injection (NBI) power minus the

total radiated power. The soft X-ray measurements are

carried out with two cameras, each of 36 channels, of

surface barrier diodes. The placement of a 12.5 lm be-

ryllium foil in front of the entrance slit allows the ®l-

tering out of energy components below 1 keV.

A discharge at B� 2.5 T with 380 kW of NBI heating

and a density ramp that increased the central density

from 5.5 ´ 1019 to 1.5 ´ 1020 mÿ3 in the time interval

from 0.2 to 0.6 s is shown in Fig. 1. The magnetic

con®guration, with an edge value of rotational trans-

form, of 0.34 is bounded by two tangential graphite

limiters at the top and bottom of an elliptical cross-

section of magnetic ¯ux surfaces. A comparison of the

Langmuir probe measurements of ned and Ted and the

predictions of the modi®ed two-point model are also

shown. The evolution of ned and Ted are reasonably

simulated with a continuously falling temperature and a

density reaching a maximum at 0.5 s and a continuously

falling temperature. In agreement with the usual de-

scription of the density limit in tokamaks, a critical edge

density is reached at which the value of net power ¯ux

can no longer sustain power balance in front of the

limiter and detachment from the limiter follows [9]. The

physics of the density limit in stellarators can therefore

be adequately described by the two-point model indi-

cating that this model describes the density limit process

in both stellarators and tokamaks. After 0.56 s the ra-

diated power is greater than the deposited power and the

discharge rapidly collapses. However, no tearing mode

instability is triggered in a stellarator in contrast to ob-

servations of the density limit on a tokamak [10]. The

di�erence in maximum value of density in front of the

limiter predicted and observed, may be partially ex-

plained by the overestimation of the measured electron

temperature suggested to occur in the presence of non-

thermal electrons from the upstream plasma [9]. From

the Langmuir probe measurements of ion saturation

current, the calculated density is then underestimated.

Discharges with a Murakami parameter greater than

the Greenwald limit were achieved transiently in W7-AS

in this set of discharges. Similarly plasma parameters
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yielding values above the Greenwald limit in tokamak

density limit discharges have also been achieved tran-

siently using pellet injection [11] or for a duration of 0.8

s with only a slow increase of radiated power [12]. Such

global comparisons will be extended in the near future

by measurements at the density limit of local electron

density and temperature inside the last closed ¯ux sur-

face to compare to the edge operational diagram for

tokamaks [13]. A sequence of energy detachment, an

edge thermal instability, particle detachment and dis-

ruption at the density limit is observed below a critical

edge temperature and above a critical edge density [14].

4. Density plateaus

Discharges at B� 2.5 T with 380 kW of NBI heating

at successively higher line averaged densities starting

from 5.5 ´ 1019 to 8.0 ´ 1019 mÿ2 or peak densities of

1.1±1.6 ´ 1020 mÿ3 showed that for each density plateau

a peak in the diamagnetic energy was reached and that

the level of radiated power rose during the discharge.

Again the magnetic con®guration was bounded by the

two tangential limiters at the top and bottom of an el-

liptical cross-section for discharges with of 0.34. The

limiter radius was at r� 16.2 cm. The diamagnetic en-

ergy decreased faster in those discharges at higher den-

sity. In Fig. 2, density plateau discharges before and

after helium glow discharge cleaning at a density of

1.3 ´ 1020 mÿ3 display the extent to which wall condi-

tioning can in¯uence the time evolution. At a lower

density the discharge takes longer to collapse because

the radiated power does not increase to the same level so

quickly. A simple explanation is that the impurity par-

ticle ¯ux is drastically reduced. The particle ¯ux to the

limiter, as measured by the ion saturation current to a

Langmuir probe embedded there, did not change after

helium glow discharge cleaning. This indicates that the

source of impurity ions at the surface have been modi-

®ed by the discharge cleaning.

In addition to possible changes in the impurity ¯ux,

density and temperature pro®le changes or a change in

particle or heat transport coe�cients are also factors

determining the evolution of the radiation pro®les. At

present, only the time evolution of the central electron

temperature from Thomson scattering was available and

the temperature pro®le from a single time point was

scaled appropriately. Under these experimental limita-

tions a detailed analysis is not possible. This analysis can

be performed when the pro®les of density and temper-

ature from Thomson scattering every 50 ms are available

in the near future. It will be then also possible to cal-

culate the change in impurity ¯ux at the boundary

needed to adequately simulate the discharge prior to

discharge cleaning.

The density pro®le evolution was measured by the

lithium beam diagnostic. Even though the level of gas

pu�ng is reduced after 0.5 s, the central density slowly

increased and the density at r� 10 cm remained ap-

proximately constant, indicating a peaking of the den-

sity pro®le during the discharge. The increasing central

electron density and consequent plasma cooling is one

factor involved in the observed deterioration in dia-

magnetic energy during the discharge.

Fig. 1. Diamagnetic energy, line integrated density, radiated

power and net heat ¯ux at the plasma edge for a density limit

discharge with a density maximum in front of the limiter at 0.5 s

followed by detachment and a fall in the diamagnetic energy.

After 0.56 s the radiated power is greater than the deposited

power and the plasma collapses rapidly. The time evolution of

the density and temperature in front of the limiter is compared

to the calculated values from the modi®ed two-point model.
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5. Radiation pro®les

The radial pro®les of the di�usion coe�cient, D and

inward pinch velocity, v, shown in Fig. 3 were calculated

from measurements of the time evolution soft X-ray

emission and Al impurity lines after aluminum impurity

injection by laser blow-o� [15]. The Al impurity lines

were measured by a Jobin±Yvon spectrometer (Al XI)

and a Bragg spectrometer (Al XII). The soft X-ray

emission with and without impurity injection are sub-

tracted to yield the net emission due to impurity injec-

tion. The electron density pro®les of this discharge were

within 10% of the density plateau discharge after helium

glow discharge cleaning shown in Fig. 2. It should be

noted that the following simulation of this density pla-

teau discharge assumes that the measured di�usion co-

e�cient and inward pinch velocity do not change

signi®cantly with density or density pro®le during the

discharge.

Spectroscopic measurements of line radiation by the

SPRED VUV spectrometer showed that the impurity

elements carbon, chlorine and copper were dominant in

the density limit discharges studied. Using the radial

pro®les of D and v derived from laser blow-o� experi-

ments, together with the time evolution of the density

and temperature pro®les and an assumed constant im-

purity ¯ux of each impurity at the boundary, simula-

tions of the time evolution of bolometer and soft X-ray

radiation pro®les were carried out with the impurity

transport code, STRAHL. This code calculates the im-

purity ion balance of a single impurity species according

to the input parameters described and uses tabulated

atomic rate coe�cient data for ionization, radiative re-

combination, dielectronic recombination and charge-

exchange recombination to calculate the radiated power

Fig. 3. Following aluminum impurity injection by laser blow-

o�, the time evolution soft X-ray measurements with a 25 lm

Be ®lter and Al impurity lines (XI, XII) are used to derive radial

pro®les for the di�usion coe�cient, D and inward pinch ve-

locity, v.

Fig. 2. Comparison of a density plateau discharge near the

density limit before and after glow discharge cleaning. After the

peak in diamagnetic energy is reached a slow decay is observed

concurrent with increasing radiated power. After glow dis-

charge cleaning the impurity ¯ux to the plasma is signi®cantly

reduced and a marked reduction in radiated power is the result.

The electron density pro®le slowly rises but the pro®le becomes

narrower while the central electron temperature decreases with

time.
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as a function of minor radius in the plasma. In Fig. 4,

the measured and simulated radiation pro®les for the

bolometer and soft X-ray (12.5 lm beryllium foil ®lter)

cameras for the density plateau discharge considered in

Fig. 2 are compared. These simpli®ed assumptions are

su�cient to satisfactorily simulate the peaking of the

measured bolometer and soft X-ray pro®les. Maximum

central relative impurity densities at the end of the dis-

charge for carbon, chlorine and copper of 0.057, 0.004

and 0.0005 respectively and therefore a Zeff of 3.6, were

estimated. The contribution to the radiated power den-

sity for the bolometer measurements in the center is in

roughly equal proportions for each impurity element,

while for the soft X-ray measurements they were 16%,

50% and 34%, respectively. Because of the similar

peaked power pro®les from both chlorine and copper, a

unique ®t for the relative contributions of these elements

to the two sets of measured data cannot be made. Si-

multaneous soft X-ray measurements of radiated power

pro®les at a number of beryllium ®lter thicknesses would

increase the reliability of the estimates of the relative

proportions of each impurity element. Further experi-

mental inputs, such as calibrated impurity line intensities

from spectrometers or soft X-ray pulse height analysis

measurements, would also increase the reliability of the

estimates of Zeff .

These simulations show that during the discharge the

impurity density pro®les with a central peak continu-

ously increase, as the time constant for attaining equi-

librium is much longer than the duration of the

discharge. The consequent increase of the central radi-

ated power and the decrease in net power to the plasma

together with the slow central density rise, leads to a

reduction of the central temperature which reinforces

the increase in radiated power. A comparison of the

radiation pro®les of a density plateau discharge at a line

integrated density of 1.6 ´ 1020 mÿ3 and a ramped

density limit discharge reaching the same line integrated

density is shown in Fig. 5. At the time when the dia-

magnetic energy is falling in both discharges the radia-

tion pro®les are peaked, suggesting that in both cases

core radiation is the ultimate limitation for reaching

higher densities. A divertor is currently being installed

for W7-AS and should signi®cantly reduce the level of

impurity particle in¯ux and allow steady state discharges

to be achieved. The identi®ed impurities in particular

can be strongly reduced by component baking or

shielding to restrict particle ¯ux onto exposed surfaces.

Fig. 4. A comparison of the measured (left column) and simulated (right column) radiation pro®les for the density plateau discharge.

The radiation pro®les deduced from the bolometer and soft X-ray (12.5 lm Be ®lter) cameras are shown in the ®rst and second rows,

respectively. The bolometer and soft X-ray pro®les were simulated using a di�usion coe�cient and inward pinch coe�cient pro®le

calculated from Al laser blow-o� experiments and time dependent electron temperature and density pro®les with the impurity transport

code STRAHL and the time dependent transport code ASTRA. Three impurity ¯ux sources (C, Cl and Cu) at the plasma boundary

were assumed.
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6. Conclusions

Modeling of density limit discharges with a modi®ed

two-point model can reproduce the features of a falling

temperature and rising density in front of the limiter

plates. The plasma detaches when the net power ¯ux at

the plasma edge decreases so that power balance in front

of the limiter plate can no longer be ful®lled. The plasma

collapsed rapidly after the total radiated power was

greater than the NBI input power. The simple one-di-

mensional two-point model therefore describes the

physics of the density limit in stellarators and tokamaks.

The time dependent simulation of the bolometer

measurements and soft X-ray radiation measurements

with a beryllium foil ®lter using density and temperature

pro®les, ASTRA, STRAHL and simple assumptions

about the impurity ¯ux at the boundary were carried

out. This has proved to be a valuable tool for the in-

terpretation of density limit discharges in W7-AS. The

integration of further experimental measurements, such

as calibrated impurity line intensities from spectrome-

ters, soft X-ray pulse height analysis and simultaneous

soft X-ray radiation power densities at a number of ®lter

thicknesses, should be a goal for increasing the reliability

of the estimates of Zeff .

It was demonstrated that in the density plateau dis-

charges the centrally peaked radial pro®le of the radia-

tion power density was due to peaked impurity density

pro®les with a time constant for attaining equilibrium

longer than the duration of the discharge. Decreasing

net power to the plasma due to increasing radiated

power from the plasma core is shown to be responsible

for the observed fall in diamagnetic energy. The decrease

of diamagnetic energy with time in density plateau dis-

charges is in¯uenced greatly by the vessel wall condi-

tioning of helium glow discharges. Increased central

temperatures and reduced total radiated power are then

measured. The reduction of impurity ¯uxes to the dis-

charge by the planned divertor for W7-AS will therefore

be critical to achieving steady state operation at the

highest possible density.
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Fig. 5. A comparison of the radiation pro®les of a density

plateau discharge at a line integrated density of 1.6 ´ 1020 mÿ3

(bottom) and a ramped density limit discharge reaching the

same line integrated density (top).
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